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resources, ideas to use in the classroom, as well as things to ponder as. Double. Drop the blue
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Double. Drop the blue piece and build a closed shape. Rotate and fit all shapes to score points.
Goes REALLY fast! Sliding Blocks New! Use your flip , slide, turn.
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Oct 14, 2004. This geometry lesson teaches students to slide, turn, and flip shapes. Materials:. A
turn (rotation) is the movement of a shape by turning without flipping.. Use the card activity with
specific directions to access understanding. In this lesson, students will explore reflections,
translations and rotations.. The activities described below will teach students about geometric
and they may refer to these transformations as flips, slides and turns rather than their proper .

Slide, flip or turn: Activity 1. Grade: Grade 2. Activity type: Interactive Activity. SL; Hint. Slide, flip
or turn:. . for Teaching and Learning”. GM.3 – Represent reflections, translations, and rotations by
creating and describing patterns. 19 learning .
8-7-2016 · Transformation Game for TEENs. Have fun learning about transformation , rotation
and reflection with this interactive math game for TEENs. Complete a number. 9-2-2012 ·
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Drop the blue piece and build a closed shape. Rotate and fit all shapes to score points. Goes
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way in this Shapes in Motion Math Game.
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Tips to help you prepare to get a teaching job by preparing for the interview. Spinning Babies
Parent Class from Spinning Babies on Vimeo. Note! Do the “Weekly Activities ” daily when you
are flipping a breech! Learn them free at the website.
In this lesson, students will explore reflections, translations and rotations.. The activities
described below will teach students about geometric and they may refer to these transformations
as flips, slides and turns rather than their proper .
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After any of those transformations ( turn , flip or slide), the shape still has the same size, area,
angles and line lengths.
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Are what I use to teach this however, please be sure you also tell them the correct mathematical
terms (translations, reflections, rotations). Even with my second . Ideas. Teaching Madness: Flip,
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